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ACADEMIC PROGRAM REVIEW PROFILE 

Program Number & Name 

31-091-1 Dairy Herd Management 

Program Academic Dean Title/Location 

Randy Deli Divisional Dean 
Rice Lake 

Team Lead(s) Title/Location 

Dr. Jeffrey Johnson, DVM Dairy Herd Management Instructor, Rice Lake 

Team Members Title/Location 

Randy Deli Divisional Dean 
Rice Lake 

Tim McRaith Communications Faculty 
Rice Lake 

Aaron Staut Counselor 
Rice Lake 

Camille Hakes Program Graduate & Industry 

 
Program Information: 

     Capacity (new students admitted/year): 16 Current enrollment:   18 

     Number of Faculty: FT:   1 PT: 

     Statewide Curriculum: Yes? No?    X 

Number of Technical Studies Courses in each of the following delivery modes: 
          (there may be duplication for courses offered in multiple modes) 

 Classroom: 4 classes plus Lab  & Internship each 
semester 

Online: 0 

ITV/IP:  0 

In Person/Web Blended: 0 

Program Accredited by: NA 

Date of Last Accreditation  

Date of Next Accreditation  

Is a visit required?  If so, when is the next visit?  

Program Licensed by: NA 

Date of Last Licensing:  

Date of Next Licensing:  

Is a visit required?  If so, when is the next visit?  

Please list other program memberships:  

Instructor memberships: Northwest Wisconsin Veterinary Medicine 
Association 

Barron County Farm Bureau American Association of Bovine Practitioners 

Wisconsin Veterinary Medicine Association American Veterinary Medicine Association  
Minnesota Veterinary Medicine Association 
Professional Dairy Producers of Wisconsin 

Note:  The accreditation, licensing, and membership information listed above will be listed in the annual 

WITC Fact Book.  
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SELF-STUDY REPORT 
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SELF-STUDY SUMMARY REPORT 

Program Information 

Program Name: Dairy Herd Management Team Chair: Dr. Jeffrey Johnson, DVM 

Academic Dean: Randy Deli Divisional Dean: Randy Deli 

Process Used to Complete the Self-Study 

Meeting format (in-person, IP, conference calls 
etc.) 

By email exchange of report draft. 

Number of meetings  

How was the self-study handled? (as a group, 
assigned to individuals to report back to group, 
etc.) 

Group feedback on individual report drafts. 

Additional comments:  

Summary of Findings 

As you completed this self study section of the 
program review, what areas "stand out" in your 
program? Please explain. 

-Collaboration across the college has expanded 
with the development of the Career Pathway 
Program and Bridge course. Student progress in 
their General Studies’ classes is tracked more 
often and students receive feedback on their 
performance more frequently. This new program 
has also allowed more interaction with the Adult 
Basic Education department as well. Team taught 
courses has led to more ways to present material 
according to student learning styles. 

 

-Retention rates remain high at 86-100% over the 
past three years and student satisfaction is 
greater than 90% with 5 of the past 7 years being 
at 100%.  

 

-Formation of an active advisory committee with 
broad representation from industry stakeholders 
has led to increased learning opportunities for 
students. Farm representatives on the committee 
has volunteered their farms for activities with 
state animal health veterinarians, the feed 
company representative has invited students to 
seminars their company holds, the member from 
county extension offered volunteer opportunities 
to students for Farm Technology Days 2013, and 
our member from Valley Ag Software procured 
donation to the program of production software 
considered the “gold standard” for the industry. 
Having an active high school agriculture teacher 
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on the committee opened up more opportunities 
for articulation agreements with public school 
systems. 

-Staff development has now incorporated team 
teaching seminar learning into classroom 
activities that have a fresh perspective on 
student learning. The program instructor has also 
added to their professional development by 
serving in 2014 as president of the Northwest 
Wisconsin Veterinary Association. 

What has surprised you? Please explain. -The gains made on suggested improvements in 
the last review process. The program went from 
no advisory committee to a very proactive 
committee that offers invaluable help and 
advice. Curriculum revisions needed three years 
ago were accomplished. There are now also 
several articulation agreements with high schools 
in place. Cross college collaboration was 
considered a major strength of the program 
during the last review. It has increased further 
with team teaching the “Bridge” course with the 
ABE instructor and led to a successful Interview 
Day with bankers and farm employers. 

List two or three of the items identified through 
your self-study that you will focus on to make 
improvements to your program. 

-Curriculum revisions to include an Outcome 
Assessment plan, place syllabi onto WIDS, and 
beginning TSA implementation. 

-Stabilizing enrollments with increased marketing 
attempts to reach the Hispanic market working 
on dairy farms. 

-Implementing TSA phase I to help improve the 
student internship assessment through journals 
and a portfolio. 

When/where in your program will you 
implement these improvements?   

-Curriculum revisions and projects need to be 
completed by the start of the next school year. 
-TSA implementation needs initiation by then as 
well. 
-Marketing efforts will be ongoing and conducted 
through as many means as possible. 

What methods (direct or indirect) will you use to 
assess the success of this implementation? 

-Curriculum improvements will be assessed by 
their completion and creation of new documents. 
TSA will be assessed by development of tools to 
better assess student internship success and 
employer assessment of students’ progress of 
learning technical skills, as well as, the soft skills. 
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Marketing efforts will be assessed through 
enrollment numbers and FTE counts. 

What new outcomes or benchmarks do you 
hope to achieve through these recommended 
changes? 

Curriculum development and TSA 
implementation will drive further student and 
employer satisfaction with the internship 
experience. This will place even more qualified 
graduates into the dairy industry. Improving 
enrollment and FTE counts should lead to long-
term sustainable program for Dairy Herd 
Management at WITC. 

Additional comments:  

 

Attach a “Category Results Report” for each category listed in the Self-Study section of the manual.  If 

desired, teams can add additional categories that are pertinent to the program area being studied. 
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SELF-STUDY CATEGORY RESULTS 

Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 

Category:  Review of Most Recent Improvement Plan 

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

-Advisory Committee Formed 
-Curriculum Updated 
-Increase non-traditional enrollment 
 

-Changes in program documents need to reflect 
career pathways program and “Bridge” course 
 -Stabilize enrollment 
 -Improve internship assessment 

Select one PLUS item and 
explain the root cause: 

Advisory Committee: The initial advisory committee met in the Spring 
2011. Since, it has added members representing a wide variety of 
program stakeholders. There are three dairy farmers, one a program 
graduate, one high school agriculture teacher, a dairy software 
representative, the Barron County extension agent, and an animal 
feed coop representative. This year’s meeting included our “Bridge” 
class teacher, a current student, and one of the program’s general 
studies instructors. A banking representative has also agreed to serve 
on the committee next school year. The variety of people involved has 
led to more opportunities for the program and its students. Teaching 
software was donated to the program that is valued at several 
thousand dollars, the program was given a presence at 2013’s Farm 
Tech Days where more than 15,000 people attended, and many more 
high schools are taking advantage of transcripted credit classes within 
the Dairy Herd Management program and asking for classroom 
presentations. Students were also given the opportunity to have “one 
on one” interviews regarding self designed business plans with a 
banker this past spring. All these opportunities to work with dairy, and 
its associated industries, help improve marketing opportunities for the 
program, raising our presence within the dairy community. 

Select one DELTA item and 
explain the root cause: 

Program documents need to reflect career pathways and “Bridge” 
course: Dairy Herd Management is one of the initial pilots to adding 
career pathways and the “Bridge” component to the program at WITC. 
Getting this integrated into the program and coordinated required 
much action quickly without the time to add documentation to 
program descriptions. Efforts have been made to correct this so that 
program descriptions and curriculum listings can show this and be 
used as a marketing piece, as well. 

What items in this 
category MUST be 
addressed on our 
improvement plan? 

-Additions to program catalog descriptions reflecting the career 
pathway and Bridge course. 
-Improve internship assessment 
-Stabilize enrollment. 

What items in this 
category MIGHT be 
addressed on the 
improvement plan? 
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What items in this 
category may be 
considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR 
INNOVATION? 

The feedback from the variety of people on the advisory committee 
has led to many more opportunities for student learning and for 
marketing the program.  

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need 
improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

  X  

Additional Comments:  (optional) 

Improving the internship assessment tools will allow the program to be TSA compliant and will be 

done over the coming summer so as to be in place by the start of the 2014-15 school year. 
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Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 

Category:  WITC Program Statistics 

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

-Retention rate for last year was 86%, the two 
years prior was 100% both years. 

-Graduates in related employment never lower 
than 67%, was 100% in 2011-12. 

-Graduate satisfaction over three year is over 
90%, 100% in five of the last seven years. 

-Three year trend in FTE average is just under 
10 with enrollment at 12.3. 

-Number graduating averages just over 7. 

-Slight decline seen in raw numbers since last 
program review. 

-Volatility in enrollment numbers. 

Select one PLUS item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

Retention Rate: This mirrors graduate satisfaction data. Most program 
students are motivated to succeed. They wish to enter a career that 
requires passion for their work. 
Along with that, the instructor and the Bridge teacher, work closely with 
general studies instructors to monitor program students’ academic 
progress, giving students frequent feedback. High Retention rates are 
due to program emphasis on general studies courses’ relevance and 
their importance to students. 
The program, itself, provides a variety of learning opportunities for 
students, both within the classroom and outside of it. By appealing to 
learners with differing learning styles, satisfaction and retention rates 
remain high. 

Select one DELTA item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

Enrollments: There will be an ongoing need to maintain a high and 
stable number of enrolled and subsequently graduating students. The 
dairy industry’s financial stability is volatile. Down markets inhibit 
students from staying on dairies. Up markets encourage students to 
seek careers on dairy farm. Greater marketing efforts are required, 
especially during down markets, to emphasize the program’s benefits to 
students desiring careers in the dairy industry. Even greater cooperation 
is needed between the program instructor and the college’s marketing 
department to achieve this, or a separate marketing budget provided to 
the program. 
At the same time, the program is seeing its highest enrollment yet for 
the 2013-2014 school year. 

What items in this 
category MUST be 
addressed on our 
improvement plan? 

Volatility in enrollment numbers. 

What items in this 
category MIGHT be 
addressed on the 
improvement plan? 
 

Declines in enrollments: Further increase marketing efforts through high 
schools, and other opportunities, and continuing to promote 
transcripted credit availability to the high schools. 
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What items in this 
category may be 
considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR 
INNOVATION? 

Emphasis on general studies coursework’s importance to program 
students’ success is reinforced by interdisciplinary actions of instructors, 
e.g. sitting in on general study class discussions and lending input on 
presentations given in general study classes for dairy program students. 
Consistent monitoring and offering feedback to students as to their 
academic progress in these courses, as well as their program courses, is 
also critical. 

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need 
improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

  X  

Additional Comments:  (optional) 
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Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 

Category:  Curriculum 

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

-Revision of course outcome summaries, 

completion of the WIDS analyzer report, and 

revising program outcomes to meet the checklist 

standard listed in the last review plan have been 

completed.  The changes have been approved by 

the advisory committee. 

-There are articulation agreements with four high 

schools. This was another goal of the last review 

process. 

-Curriculum checklist is accurate. 

-A variety of instructional delivery methods are 

used with classroom instruction complemented 

by classroom labs and on-farm site training. 

-Editing of the catalog page to reflect short-

term technical diploma and career pathway has 

been done, although the program website does 

not reflect this change yet. There appears to be 

a typographical error as well on the new page 

in the online college catalog. 

-TSA development needs completion of Phase I 

-WIDS assigned outcomes matrices need to be -

revised to align with new program outcomes 

-Courses are not available online currently 

-Syllabi need to be created in WIDS 

 

Select one PLUS item and 
explain the root cause: 

There are articulation agreements with four high schools. This was 
another goal of the last review process. There were several reasons for 
pursuing agreements with high schools. First of all, was the need to 
reach out to high school students and market the program in order to 
bolster enrollment. Secondly, was the need to network with high 
school agriculture teachers and become a stakeholder in their 
programs, as well as, their becoming stakeholders in WITC programs. 
Cooperative efforts by both parties will help to stabilize programs in 
the public schools, and at WITC. These agreements may also lead to 
cooperative ITV opportunities. 

Select one DELTA item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

Courses are not available online currently. Most recruiting efforts over 
the past three years have focused on bringing students on-campus. In 
the past year, most energy was used to develop the career pathway 
and “Bridge” classes for at risk students because of the grants received 
to initiate these new options. The instructor has received help in using 
Blackboard and has placed some items within it, but the full courses 
are not available yet. 

What items in this 
category MUST be 
addressed on our 
improvement plan? 
 
 
 
 

-Further editing of the catalog page. 

-Phase I completion of TSA. 

-Revising the WIDS assigned outcomes matrices. 

-Creating syllabi in WIDS. 
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What items in this 
category MIGHT be 
addressed on the 
improvement plan? 

Online availability of Dairy Herd Management courses. 

What items in this 
category may be 
considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR 
INNOVATION? 

A variety of instructional delivery methods are used with classroom 
instruction complemented by classroom labs and on-farm site training. 
These also allow students of different learning styles better 
opportunities to succeed. 

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need 
improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

  X  

Additional Comments:  (optional) 

All goals of the last program review were met. Revisions have led to further updates and editing being 

required, along with some new objectives being completed. 
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Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 
Category:  Assessment 

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

-Program outcomes have been revised for the 
college catalog. They are assessed in multiple 
ways. These include written quizzes, participation 
exercises, on farm demonstration by students of 
artificial insemination techniques and physical 
examination of cow, and classroom lab 
demonstration of acquired skills 

-Collegewide Outcomes are being assessed using 
the WITC developed rubrics for critical thinking, 
math, and oral & written communication. Within 
their program’s Dairy Feeding Management class 
students are given a farm case study and 
assessed through their ability to use Critical 
Thinking and Math skills to evaluate a dairy and 
suggest solutions to problems facing that dairy 
and how they would monitor the success of their 
proposed management changes. These 
documents will be assembled and submitted. A 
rubric was developed for assessing students’ 
ability to interact socially via group work. Classes 
where these assessments are made are detailed 
in the last WIDS analyzer report.  

-Formative assessments are used in the course to 
gauge student understanding of course concepts 

-Concepts are re-taught based on student input 
in different ways so concepts can be tailored to 
their individual learning styles Improvement in 
understanding is measured by student success on 
summative assessments  

-Student presentations are assessed by a rubric 
shared by their applied communication 
instructor. Math course outcomes are reinforced 
through students formulating solutions to 
problems presented via farm case studies. Also, 
dairy case studies are shared with the math 
teacher facilitating their instruction In relevant 
terms to students.  

-The program has yet to complete the TSA 
process. 

-Internship is assessed by the student’s 
employer and is based upon soft skills, as well 
as on-farm demonstration of technical skills to 
the instructor. 

-Outcome Assessment Plan needs to be 
completed. 

Select one PLUS item and 
explain the root cause: 

Collegewide Outcomes are being assessed using the WITC developed 
rubrics for critical thinking, math, and oral & written communication. 
Having developed rubrics available to use, helps both students and the 
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instructor focus on the purpose of a project. It helps more clearly 
define the lesson goal. It also directs assignments and assessments 
toward fulfilling the Collegewide outcomes, which represent the 
“bigger” picture of skills students will need to succeed in the 
workplace. 

Select one DELTA item and 
explain the root cause: 

Documentation of other student experiences and skills learned during 
their student internship had not been part of their assessment. 
Instead, an assessment document already in place has been used. A 
skill checklist was introduced this year for students to document their 
gaining technical skills along with demonstrating their mastering soft 
skills through the internship host assessment. Developing a student 
portfolio is in the planning stage, but was not implemented this year 
due to the need to develop the “Bridge” component of the career 
pathway grant. 

What items in this 
category MUST be 
addressed on our 
improvement plan? 

-A portfolio assessing students’ ability to perform hard skills such as, 
but not limited to, breeding cows with artificial insemination, 
intravenous treatment of sick cows needs to be incorporated into the 
internship program. Documentation and assessment of student 
experiences during their internship program, whether through 
journaling or compiling a portfolio of their experience, will become a 
requirement. 

-The program has yet to complete the TSA process. 

-Outcome Assessment Plan needs to be completed. 

What items in this 
category MIGHT be 
addressed on the 
improvement plan? 

Areas listed as deltas must all be addressed. 

What items in this 
category may be 
considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR 
INNOVATION? 

Students were assessed this year for their interviewing skills in Dairy 
Business Management. A day was set aside for this activity where 
students could choose to interview for a job or to present a business 
plan as if to applying for a loan. They met individually with either a 
banker or a team of farm employers. The employers and bankers 
completed the assessment rubric. This gave students outside feedback 
of their readiness to do these things once they are meeting with 
professionals in the industry. This activity also incorporates CWO’s of 
effective communication, applying mathematics, show critical thinking 
skills, and using social interaction. 

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need 
improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

  X  
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Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 
Category:  Advisory Committee 

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

- The committee has had consistent expansion of 
number of people serving; a current student 
representative attended the last meeting and 
contributed greatly to our discussion 

- General studies instructors are invited to the 
meeting 

- Chairperson is a program graduate 

- While meetings are annual, all required agenda 
items are covered, minutes documenting the 
discussion are detailed and reflect changes, 
suggestions, and approval from the advisory 
committee. 

- The committee is active in suggesting 
curriculum additions that incorporate different 
philosophies of farming, such as rotational 
grazing, and in suggesting different marketing 
opportunities, such as interested high schools to 
visit. 

- Involving representative(s) from student 
services at the college. 

- Meetings are annual. 

- Of the nine committee members, most 
represent employers; broader representation 
from dairy farms and associated industry will 
be ongoing. 

Select one PLUS item and 
explain the root cause: 

The committee has had consistent expansion of number of people 
serving; a current student representative attended the last meeting 
and contributed greatly to our discussion: The program continues to 
look for shareholders from all associated industry. There will be a 
farm financial representative added in the coming year. Having a 
current student, as well as program graduates on the committee add 
an inside the classroom perspective to the committee’s discussion. 
The broader the representation the committee has, the more ideas 
and viewpoints we can generate to make the program stronger and 
stronger. 

Select one DELTA item and 
explain the root cause: 

Of the committee members, most represent employers; broader 
representation from dairy farms and associated industry will be 
ongoing: In order to reach out to the broader industry, initial efforts 
were made to recruit employers for the initial advisory committees. 
Finding dairy employees to serve on the committee probably 
depends on recruiting interested program graduates who stay in the 
area and can commit to serving without undue inconvenience to 
themselves.  

What items in this category 
MUST be addressed on our 
improvement plan? 
 

Under-representation of farm employees. 
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What items in this category 
MIGHT be addressed on the 
improvement plan? 

Semi-annual meetings rather than annual meetings will be addressed 
at the next advisory committee meeting. 
Involving student services at the college. While the program’s main 
counselor was invited to this year’s meeting, they were unable to 
attend. 

What items in this category 
may be considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR INNOVATION? 

The industry scope of those serving the committee has been broad. 
There are farmers and program graduates represented, along with 
the Barron County extension agent, a livestock feed coop 
representative, a dairy software person, and a high school Ag. 
Teacher. The program’s “Bridge” teacher and one of the general 
studies instructors contributed to our last meeting, as well. 

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need 
improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

   X 

Additional Comments:  (optional) 

The advisory committee is always made aware of where the program is in the review process. The 
chairperson has been on the review team each cycle. Results will be shared with the entire committee 
at the next meeting. Suggested changes will be incorporated into the review process and reports. 
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Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 
Category: Equipment and Facilities  

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

-Tools are up to date. 

-Most Industry standard software is incorporated 
into classroom either via teacher instruction or 
industry professional instruction. A teaching 
version of Dairy Comp 305 has been donated to 
the program and is being utilized in the 
classroom 

-Industry contacts have supplied various 
materials including antibiotic residue testing kits, 
colostrom testing kits. 

-DHI reps have provided supplemental 
instruction on services they offer. 

-Off campus sites are available for training in 
artificial insemination, physical exams, and 
disease risk assessments. 

-Safety issues are discussed in class with 
appropriate waivers read, discussed, and signed. 
Records are kept in the instructor’s student files. 

-Lab space is now available on campus, 
however scheduling is a challenge since it 
serves primarily the nursing program. 

-Reliance on student host farms or former 
student’s farms to provide onsite opportunities 
for on farm lab experiences. 

-There are no formal agreements for on farm 
use of facilities. 

Select one PLUS item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

Most Industry standard software is incorporated into classroom either 
via teacher instruction or industry professional instruction. A teaching 
version of Dairy Comp 305 has been donated to the program and is 
being utilized in the classroom: The Dairy Comp 305 donation from 
Valley Ag Software represents a several thousand dollar donation of 
software. It is the gold standard for dairy production software and its 
use is available to all students. All were instructed in its capabilities and 
several students have continued to follow through on evaluating their 
dairies at home or where they work. 

Select one DELTA item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

There are no formal agreements for on farm use of facilities: Issues 
would exist with liability, availability since farms represent private 
businesses, travel distance from the college, and what it would cost to 
have access to a facility. 
Having a formal agreement with various dairy sites would insure 
availability for student instruction. This could be achieved through a 
leasing agreement with a specific farm in the area or tied to a 
student/employer internship agreement. An on campus facility would 
be ideal, but an in depth financial feasibility study would be necessary. 
Off campus site use would require student travel/transportation 
budgeting. 
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What items in this 
category MUST be 
addressed on our 
improvement plan? 

Scheduling time for the on campus lab is a must.  Students benefit from 
a lab where supplies are available for demonstrating obstetrical 
techniques, performing bacteriology studies, feed analysis, and student 
production of dairy foods. These activities support the milk production 
course competency for developing an effective mastitis control program, 
tie into dairy feeding and dairy feed management competencies where 
students analyze forage analysis reports, and relate to course 
competencies for dairy lab I and II, analyzing cheese plant operations. 

What items in this 
category MIGHT be 
addressed on the 
improvement plan? 

There are no formal agreements for on farm use of facilities: this would 
give students even more “hands on” experience, beyond their internship 
site responsibilities.  

What items in this 
category may be 
considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR 
INNOVATION? 

Maintaining relationships with internship dairies and dairies operated 
by program graduates facilitates industry and community interest and 
ownership in supporting students’ goals, and program’s goals for its 
students. 

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need 
improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

  X  

Additional Comments:  (optional) 
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Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 
Category:  Staff Development & Program Innovation 

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

-Program utilizes industry professionals to 
reinforce classroom concepts during on farm 
experiences. An example is the cooperation of 
Wisconsin’s DATCP veterinarians in conducting 
on farm risk management assessments. 

-Faculty maintains their veterinary medicine 
license and completes continuing education 
requirements biannually. The instructor also 
maintains their accreditation for doing official 
federal and state veterinary work. 

-Program instructor is current with obligations 
for completing certification courses toward 
recertification. 

-Performance reviews are conducted annually 
between faculty and their academic dean and 
tied to goals developed in ILPs. 

-Staff Development over the past three years has 
included continuing education toward veterinary 
licensure at annual Minnesota Veterinary 
Medicine conventions, Northwest Wisconsin 
Veterinary Medical Association meetings, and the 
Minnesota Dairy Health Conference each of the 
past three years.  
 
-Instructor worked in the field during summer 
2013 refreshing skills in ultrasonography. 
 
- Instructor is taking part in team teaching 
seminars in order to strengthen the “Bridge” 
component of the career pathway route to 
program completion. 

-Instructor gaining knowledge in feed 
contracting can be achieved through an 
externship opportunity. Feed contracting could 
be added as a competency within the Feed 
Management class. 

-Ensuring availability of funding for 
professional development. 

- Affiliation with post-secondary agriculture 
groups for students have not been developed 
yet. 

- Further externship opportunities in the Rice 
Lake area for faculty could be pursued. 

Select one PLUS item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

Program utilization of industry professionals to reinforce class concept 
with on farm experiences: Using the example cited, it is the instructor’s 
veterinary affiliations that facilitated the connection to an official state 
veterinarian’s office and their willingness to further student education 
while fulfilling their duty to educate the dairy community. It has been a 
cooperative effort with benefit for WITC students and a state regulatory 
office. 
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Select one DELTA item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

The program has not yet developed an affiliation with student post 
secondary agriculture associations. While this opportunity has been 
offered to each incoming class, there has not been interest expressed on 
the students’ part to participate in this opportunity. Developing an 
affiliation ahead of the fact could encourage students to take interest in 
these organizations. 

What items in this 
category MUST be 
addressed on our 
improvement plan? 

Externship opportunities would increase community/industry 
awareness of the dairy program along with furthering the instructor’s 
knowledge of other businesses servicing the dairy producer/herd 
manager. 

What items in this 
category MIGHT be 
addressed on the 
improvement plan? 

Externship opportunity specifically in feed contracting.  

Ensuring availability of funding for professional development. 

What items in this 
category may be 
considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR 
INNOVATION? 

Cooperative efforts between state officials and the program’s instructor 
in teaching students about disease risk in dairy operations has been one 
of the most rewarding experiences for the students according to oral 
interviews with them assessing their farm field trips during their school 
year. 

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need 
improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

   X 

Additional Comments:  (optional) 

Program instructor is also serving as president during 2014 of the local veterinary association, 
Northwest Wisconsin Veterinary Medical Association. 
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Program and Category 

Program:  Dairy Herd Management 
Category:  Collaboration Across the College 

PLUSES (Strengths) DELTAS (Opportunities) 

-General Studies: This has become even more 
frequent than mentioned in the last review due 
to the career pathway and “Bridge” component 
of the program. A minimum of once weekly, face 
to face communication occurs between program 
instructor, general studies instructors, and ABE 
teacher for the “Bridge”. Meetings with the ABE 
teacher occur daily. Program relevant material is 
shared. Rubrics utilized by general studies 
instructors are shared with the program 
instructor. The program teacher often sits in and 
participates in students’ general studies classes 
to reinforce the importance of those classes to 
their career goals. Review sessions are held 
during the “Bridge” course for all program 
classes.  

-General Studies: An interview day for Dairy Herd 
students with area bankers and farmers was 
coordinated with the Applied Communications & 
Human Relations teachers to align with resume 
writing and negotiation activities in those classes. 
A professionalism rubric is also being used in the 
program courses that mirrors that used in the 
general studies courses. 

-Student Affairs/Student Services: 
Communication between program instructor and 
student affairs staff is conducted in person when 
possible and by email as needed. Conversations 
concern individual student issues and procedural 
questions such as registration. Instructor 
participates in student Registration, orientation, 
and tracks advisee graduation requirements. 
Meetings have been held give program updates 
and especially, explain the “Bridge” component 
to the program. 

-Recruitment: Program brochure and information 
is shared with the college career specialist and 
potential student interest obtained by the career 
specialist and admissions counselors is shared 
with the instructor for follow up. Class shadows 
are arranged by the admissions and coordinated 

-Opportunities exist for Spanish learning classes 
for dairy farmers with Hispanic workers. 
Recruiting Hispanic dairy workers to the 
program might occur with a program, possibly 
in conjunction with Continuing Education, that 
would offer cross cultural language learning. 

-Marketing the Career Pathway and Bridge 
program to Hispanic workers could be helped 
by development of bilingual brochures and 
inclusion of Spanish description of the program 
and its offerings in college materials. 

-There is a need to work with Student Services 
to develop student agreements for 
participating in Bridge classes when it is needed 
for their college success. 
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with the course instructor. Out of town students 
visiting are often given tours of the Rice Lake 
area. This has helped bring more students to the 
program. Instructor attends high school career 
fairs, FFA events and gives presentations to high 
school classes. 

-Continuing Education: Program shares 
information with Farm Business Production 
Management instructors on student enrollment 
and academic progress, and has taught classes 
for FBPM with FBPM instructor’s teaching class 
periods for the dairy herd management students. 
Program students also sit in on classes and 
seminars offered by FBPM program, as well as, 
UW extension and professional dairy 
organizations such as Professional Dairy 
Producers of Wisconsin.  

-Academic Affairs: Instructor and program dean 
meet regularly to discuss program ideas. Unique 
classroom activities are communicated to the 
program dean. Collaboration with guidance 
counselors and college accommodation specialist 
exists when students are admitted under special 
circumstances. 

-Marketing department created a new program 
brochure over the past year, created a standup 
banner for the program, and supported the 
program during Farm Technology Days in Barron 
County in 2013. 

Select one PLUS item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

Collaboration with program students’ general studies teachers has 
grown over the program’s existence. This has evolved with the 
instructor’s commitment to the importance of the gen ed classes to his 
students’ success in their careers and lives. Also, with the “Bridge” 
course offering additional help in these courses, I anticipate a high 
percentage of students will succeed in their general studies courses this 
year. Current data shows students participating in the Bridge are 
averaging a full grade point above their classmates not taking advantage 
of this opportunity. The interview was a positive experience for the 
students. 

Select one DELTA item 
and explain the root 
cause: 

There is a need to work with Student Services to develop student 
agreements/requirements for participating in Bridge classes when it is 
needed for their college success. As a pilot program for the college, the 
arrangement for at risk students to enter school was not formalized by 
the time these students were admitted to the program, even though we 
were able to identify which students would benefit most from the 
Bridge program. As a result, there have been some of those students not 
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taking advantage of the Bridge program since they were not formally 
required to attend. There have been a few of the students, as well, that 
would have benefited more from the class if their attendance had been 
more consistent.  

What items in this 
category MUST be 
addressed on our 
improvement plan? 

There is a need to work with Student Services to develop student 
agreements for participating in Bridge classes when it is needed for their 
college success. 

What items in this 
category MIGHT be 
addressed on the 
improvement plan? 

Opportunities exist for Spanish learning classes for dairy farmers with 
Hispanic workers. Recruiting Hispanic dairy workers to the program 
might occur with a program, possibly in conjunction with Continuing 
Education, that would offer cross cultural language learning. 

Marketing the Career Pathway and Bridge program to Hispanic workers 
could be helped by development of bilingual brochures and inclusion of 
Spanish description of the program and its offerings in college materials. 

What items in this 
category may be 
considered a BEST 
PRACTICE OR 
INNOVATION? 

An interview day for Dairy Herd students with area bankers and farmers 
was coordinated with the Applied Communications & Human Relations 
teachers to align with resume writing and negotiation activities in those 
classes.  

Team Rating 

Please indicate by an (X) the team rating of your program on this category. 

All areas need improvement 

Some areas meet 
expectations, but most 

areas need 
improvement 

All areas meet 
expectations —few areas 

need improvement 

Exemplary—all areas 
exceed expectations—use 

as a model for other 
programs 

   X 

Additional Comments:  (optional) 

Student Services staff members have been invited and attended some of the class field trips to farms. 
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WITC QRP AND PERKINS DATA REVIEW
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QRP SCORECARD 

31-090-1 – Dairy Herd Management 

 

 

WTCS State Indicator 

2012 2011 

Total in 
Cohort 

Total 
Achieved 

Actual 
Total in 
Cohort 

Total 
Achieved 

Actual 

C200 Course Completion 14 13 92.86% 12 12 100.00% 

C400 Special Populations Course Completion 10 9 90.00% 9 9 100.00% 

C600 Minority Course Completion NA NA NA NA NA NA 

F200 Second Year Retention 11 10 90.91% 14 11 78.57% 

F651 One Year Graduation 11 6 54.55% 11 7 63.64% 

F851 Second Year Graduation Additional indicator added in 2013. 

I300 Job Placement – All Employment 6 5 83.33% 11 10 90.91% 

I600 Job Placement Related Employment 6 4 66.67% 11 8 72.73% 

J500 Non-Traditional Gender 14 8 57.14% 12 5 41.67% 

J650 NTO Graduation 9 6 66.67% 8 3 37.50% 

    

 

WTCS State Indicator 

2013 

Total In 
Cohort 

Total 
Achieved 

Actual 
WITC 

Threshold 
WITC 

Target 

C200 Course Completion 11 10 90.91% 61.52% 96.92% 

C400 Special Populations Course Completion 11 10 90.91% 60.13% 97.66% 

C600 Minority Course Completion NA NA NA NA 100.00% 

F200 Second Year Retention 11 10 90.91% 58.22% 100.00% 

F651 One Year Graduation 7 3 42.86% NA 84.44% 

F851 Second Year Graduation 11 8 72.73% 40.79% 100.00% 

I300 Job Placement - All Employment 8 8 100.00% 71.82% 100.00% 

I600 Job Placement - Related Employment 8 8 100.00% 13.13% 100.00% 

J500 Non-Traditional Gender 11 5 45.45% NA 53.83% 

J650 NTO Graduation 5 1 20.00% NA 25.00% 
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PERKINS SCORECARD 
 
 
 
 

31-091-1 Dairy Herd Management 

    1P1   1P2   2P1   3P1 2P1+3P1   4P1 

 FAUPL (Benchmark) Total N 82.22 Total N 83.71 Total N 55.00 Total N 11.28 66.78 Total N 90.41 

2010 9 100.00 9 88.89 9 88.89 9 0.00 88.89 0 0.00 

2011 12 100.00 11 90.91 12 91.67 12 0.00 91.67 4 100.00 

2012 11 100.00 10 100.00 11 90.91 11 9.09 100.00 5 100.00 

2013 9 88.89 9 44.44 9 88.89 9 0.00 88.89 10 100.00 

4 Year Average   97.22   81.06   90.09   2.27 92.36   75.00 

 
 

 
 
 

Terminology Definition 

FAUPL or NPL or PL Percentage benchmark the program must meet or exceed. 

Total N The number of students in the cohort of the specified year listed. 

1P1 Program technical course completion percentage. 

1P2 Program general studies course completion percentage. 

2P1 Program degree attainment percentage. 

3P1 Program retention/transfer percentage. 

2P1 + 3P1 Degree attainment + retention percentage. 

4P1 Job placement percentage reported at six-month graduate survey. 
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WTCS QRP SCORECARD ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

Program: Dairy Herd Management 31-091-1 

Target Analysis 

Indicator Actual Threshold  Target 
Best Practice or Innovation – Describe and include how this has contributed to your 
high actual results for this indicator. 

 
C200 

Course 
Completion 

 
90.91% - 

100% 

 
61.52% 

 
96.92% 

 

Course Completion rates are well above threshold due to students being taught to their 
individual learning styles. Multiple methods of learning are offered them from hands on 
activities, learning activities with industry employers and bankers, and traditional 
classroom lectures and assessments. 
Specific goal setting for students has also kept students on track for course completion. 
 

 
C400 

Special 
Population 

Course 
Completion 

 
90%-100% 

 
60.13% 

 
97.66% 

 

Special Populations Course Completion is also at the target over the past three years 
because all students have the opportunity, and are encouraged, to learn to their own 
learning styles. The program has also offered flexibility in content delivery and 
assessments for those students with multiple personal responsibilities as single parents. 
Students with academic challenges are given additional help with tutoring. While not 
reflected in this cycle’s data, the Bridge class for DHM has led to students with GPA’s 
almost a full grade point higher than those not taking advantage of the Bridge 
programming during 2013-2014. 
 

 
F200 

Second Year 
Retention 

 
78.57% - 
90.91% 

 
58.22% 

 

 
100% 

 

Second Year Retention has more than met the threshold level. Students that enter the 
program in the Spring semester and communication is maintained over the summer 
through personal contact and via the program’s Facebook page. Similarly, students 
unable to commit to the entire program during one academic year are welcomed into 
the program as well and worked with through advising to help them fit classes into their 
personal schedule to keep them on course for course completion. 
Career Pathways for the program could lead to this category becoming a even more 
important tracking statistic. 
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Target Analysis 

Indicator Actual Threshold  Target 
Best Practice or Innovation – Describe and include how this has contributed to your 
high actual results for this indicator. 

 
F851 

Second Year  
Graduation 

 

 
72.73% 

 
40.79 

 
100% 

 

Second year graduation rates are between target goals and threshold due to some 
students choosing to leave the program for personal reasons. Students that remain in 
the program are met with regularly for advising on general studies courses needed for 
graduation and how to schedule them. 
Having short-term technical diplomas that will encourage laddering of certificates on the 
path to program completion will offer another avenue for student success. 

 
I300 

Job Placement  
All 

Employment 

 
83.33% - 

100% 

 
71.82% 

 
100% 

 

Job placement rates have ranged from above the threshold to matching the target. The 
internship requirement of the program places all students in jobs on farms or in 
industry-associated businesses. 

 
I600 

Job Placement  
Related 

Employment 

 
66.67% - 

100% 

 
13.13% 

 
100% 

 

Job placement in related employment is closest to the target because students are 
introduced to area farmers through attending meetings with FBPM classes. They also 
work with agricultural professionals in support businesses as part of their curriculum. Job 
opportunities are communicated to students directly as they become available and to 
program graduates via the DHM Facebook page. 

 
J500 

Program 
Nontraditional 

Gender 

 
41.67 – 
57.14% 

 
NA 

 
53.83% 

 

Non-traditional gender was above the target score in one of the three years of the 
scorecard. This trend has been consistent and mirrors changes within agriculture.  These 
results have been encouraged through classroom presentations by professional women 
from industry, having a slight majority of women on our advisory committee, and in 
marketing to high school agriculture teachers.  
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J650 
Non-

Traditional 
Gender 

Graduation 

 
  20 – 
66.67% 

 
NA 

 
25% 

NTO graduation rates have been above the target for two of the three years reported. 
Consistent feedback on grades in program classes and general studies courses has 
contributed to these scores. The addition of the Bridge component has had positive 
effects on helping all students reach graduation by offering additional review of 
materials and tutoring. 
Most beneficial is that non-traditional students are pointed toward professional 
organizations specifically for them and encouraged to take advantage of 
educational and development opportunities through those groups. An example is 
the Women in Agriculture’s summit meeting in Madison last spring where two 
students attended, accompanied by our Bridge course instructor. 

Threshold Analysis 

Indicator Actual Threshold Target 
Potential Action – Describe what action(s) could possibly be taken to improve 
this indicator and why it might work. 

 
F651 

One Year 
Graduation 

 
42.86% - 
63.64% 

 
NA 

 
84.44% 

One year graduation rates should improve with the addition of the Bridge component 
where students receive additional help with class work. Placing class material online, 
where students can access it around their work and home responsibilities, would give 
students flexibility in their school schedule and give those with considerable additional 
responsibilities the opportunity to graduate within one year of entering the program. 
Additional articulated courses will also give some students a head start in the program, 
making it more within their reach to graduate within the year of entering the college. 
The ability of students to obtain short term technical diplomas, where they can ladder 
diplomas over their own time, will need to be taken into account as to how it is 
measured, since it could lead to students graduating over several years rather than 
within the traditional school year. 
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WTCS PERKINS SCORECARD ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

Program: Dairy Herd Management 31-091-1 

Indicator Actual Benchmark 
Not 

met (X) 
What practices might be causing this performance and what potential actions could be 
taken to improve this score? 

 
1P1  

Technical 
Course 

Completion 

 
97.22 

 
82.22 

 The course completion average is high, reaching 100% in each of three years. This relates to 
students entering with a great commitment to agriculture. It also reflects a high student 
satisfaction with the program through varied hands on and practical activities such as the 
bank loan interview day, class room teaching methods utilized, and opportunities to tour dairy 
farms and agriculture support businesses. 

1P2  
Academic 
(General 
Studies) 
Course 

Completion 

 
 

81.06 

 
 

83.71 

 
 

X 

Three of the four years achieved rates above the benchmark, but 2013 shows a significant 
decrease bringing the overall average below the benchmark.  
Guiding students that may not be able to complete the program toward Career Pathways 
options where they can experience success in General Studies classes, one at a time, along 
with their program courses, should help maintain the high rates in 2010, ’11, and ’12. 
Likewise, the Bridge course implemented in the program, for additional help to students “at 
risk” in General Studies classes, will help increase the percentage seen in 2013. 

2P1 
Degree 

Attainment 
(Completion) 

 
90.09 

 

 
55.00 

 The program instructor often works cooperatively with general studies instructors by 
participating in those classes on a regular basis, discussing academic standing of program 
students with the general studies teachers, and incorporating general studies themes into the 
program curriculum. For example, a bank loan or employer interview was scheduled to 
coincide with student completion of professional resumes in their Applied Communication 
class. 
 
Similarly, students are encouraged and supported by the program instructor to succeed in all 
classes they need in order to graduate.  

3P1 
Retention/ 

Transfer 

 
2.27 

 
11.28 

 

 
X 

While this statistic is low perhaps because of high graduation rates, there have been students 
that left the program without returning to finish and graduate. The short term technical 
diploma and Career Pathways provides an option for those students and provides an avenue 
for improved retention rates. 
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FUTURE TRENDS AND EXTERNAL FACTORS 
 

Program Dairy Herd Management 31-091-1 

Future Trends   

 
Specialization of training, such as Career Pathways, will be needed for people who need to 
maximize their use of time in order to return to the workplace. 

 

Local school districts will look toward more articulated credit agreements and cooperative 
opportunities with the technical colleges in order to supplement high school agriculture 
classes and FFA activities. 

 
Ethnic diversity of employees on farms creates the need for second language training for 
English speaking students and individuals working in agriculture. 

 

Increasing numbers of “special populations” seeking training at the technical college level will 
continue. As a result, additional academic and other support services will be needed to help 
them succeed. Services will need to be flexible to their needs and abilities. 

 

The prohibitive capital intensiveness of starting dairy farms, will lead to a need to teach 
specialized methods of farming, as well. For example, goat farming has been a subject in 
which more and more students are interested over the past few years. Some farms are 
shifting to direct marketing of their dairy products as well. 

Employment Trends 

Local  

 Employment opportunities will exist in agriculture support industries, as well as, on the farm. 

 
There will be increasing numbers of women seeking a formal education that can place them 
in management roles on dairy farms, and farms in general. 

State  

 
Farm expansions, along with decreasing numbers of small family farms, will lead to more 
graduates seeking employment on larger farms, which may not be owned by their family. 

 
Implementation of new agriculture technologies will continue driving the need for trained 
and educated employees on farms and in support industries. 

External Factors 

 
The variation of math, reading, and in the soft skills of students entering the program will 
remain a challenge. 

 Volatility in the farm economy will remain present and will impact enrollment numbers. 

 
Fuel and energy costs affect the ability and desire of students to drive longer distances to 
school and/or jobs. 

 
Ability for single parents to find reliable child care affects their ability to stay in school, or 
causes them to choose between college or an employment opportunity. 
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IMPROVEMENT PLAN
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

 

PROGRAM:   Dairy Herd Management  31-091-1 

Defined Outcome:  

Complete Curriculum Updates 
QRP 

Indicator # 
 

Perkins 
Indicator # 

Responsibility Timeline Resources 

  

Action Plan/Action Items:  
 

-Revising Program & Collegewide Outcome Assessment Plan 
 
 

-Implementing TSA phase I: Development of student skills portfolio 
 
 

-Correct catalog and web page to include Career Pathway and Bridge Class component 
 
 

 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 

 
 
January 2015 
 
 
August 2015 
 
 
October 2014 

 
 
Andrea Schullo 
Randy Deli 
 
WTCS 
Randy Deli 
 
Randy Deli  
Cindy King 

Update:  (A mid-year and year-end update will be required each year during implementation.) 
May 2015 
Program and CWO assessment plans have been revised. Phase I of TSA implementation has been completed by the instructor, Randy Deli, and Karen Barr from 
the WTCS/WIDS. The program web page reflects the Career Pathways offered, but does not mention the Bridge component. 
December 2015 
The program web page now includes Career Pathway information. 

June 2016 
Implementation of the Phase 2 TSA has moved forward with Jeff and Andrea Schullo working out the details for the final phase implementation.   
January 2017 
TSA implementation is awaiting possible course changes to an Associate degree level.  
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

PROGRAM:   Dairy Herd Management 31-091-1 

Defined Outcome: 

Maintain an average enrollment at 12 students 
minimum 

QRP 
Indicator # 

 

Perkins 
Indicator # 

Responsibility Timeline Resources 

  

Action Plan/Action Items:   
-Increase number of high school students participating in articulated coursework 
through offering more cooperative activities with high schools such as lab experiences 
and field trips.  

 
-Market to Hispanic population working in Agriculture 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-Increasing presence in agriculture related media beyond the Hoards Dairyman 
advertisement. 

 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 

 
September 2015 
 
 
 
August 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
September 2016 

 
Andrea Schullo 
Mary Peters 
Christy Roshell 
 
WITC Marketing 
Dept. Budget for 
Bilingual 
marketing 
materials will be 
needed to 
discover whether 
an interest exists 
in the Hispanic 
community. 
 
WITC Marketing 
Dept. 
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Update:  (A mid-year and year-end update will be required each year during implementation.) 
May 2015 
Transcripted credit courses are in place with Cumberland and Flambeau High Schools. Both will be offering those classes again in 2015-16 with Flambeau 
teaching it through ITV to Auburndale and Neillsville High Schools, as well. Farm tours were arranged for both high schools to attend with DHM students.  
WITC Dairy Herd Management students also hosted a high school quiz bowl for groups from Luck, Bruce, Flambeau, and Cumberland High School. 

Marketing to the Hispanic population is still being explored. A meeting was held with a farmer group and a church group but has not resulted in interest from 
the Hispanic community to date. The program has been featured in several agriculture publications, including Country Today newspaper, Dairy Star 
newspaper, and Progressive Dairyman, along with the Hoards Dairyman ad. Twelve students took at least one class beginning the 2014-15 school year. 
December 2015 
A second course for transcripted credit in Dairy Genetics and Reproduction has been offered to high schools. This will allow them to offer a class in alternating 
years for their students, keeping their number of students taking WITC classes higher. Also, transcripted credit agreements have been extended to Barron and 
Prairie Farm High Schools. This autumn’s quiz bowl had a doubling of interest with 9 high schools sending 43 participants. 

Marketing dollars have been requested and secured in order to maintain our advertisement in Hoards Dairyman. Recent interest from potential students has 
come from Massachusetts, Nevada, and Canada. 
June 2016 
Increasing presence to area high schools has been completed with contacts being made to New Richmond High School on how we may fit in to their expanding 
agriculture offerings due to a large donation of land they received.   
January 2017 
Transcripted credit courses for Dairy Cattle Management and Dairy Genetics & Reproduction have been added for Barron, Cumberland, and Flambeau High 
Schools. Flambeau HS, in turn, offers the classes over ITV to Neillsville, Auburndale, and, now, Ladysmith High School. An agreement to offer the classes to 
Prairie Farm High School is delayed due to the cooperative teacher leaving that school during the school year. ITV students participated in a farm tour for 
Flambeau students and WITC students, allowing a face to face experience for the distance learners. 

This year’s Dairy Quiz Bowl had 28 student participants from Osceola, Barron, and Luck High Schools. Students and their high school teachers were given a tour 
of a local farm after the event. WITC students served as timekeepers, scorekeepers, and question researchers. They also participated in the farm tour. 

Collaborative efforts with Continuing Education are ongoing in offering a Spanish/English – English/Spanish language program for Hispanic employing farmers 
and Hispanic speaking workers. 

Dairy Star News featured one of Spring 2016’s graduates in a feature article in May. 

Currently, full time enrollments will be 9 students for Spring semester, three beginning in January. It should be noted, as well, that three students took at least 
one class in 2015-16 that were not admitted to the program. 

The program maintains a Facebook page for marketing purposes. Informal surveys of incoming and potential students suggest that internet searching for 
college dairy programs is becoming more and more popular in their connecting to WITC. 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

PROGRAM:   Dairy Herd Management  31-091-1 

Defined Outcome:  

Improve One Year Graduation Rate to 85% 
QRP 

Indicator # 
 

Perkins 
Indicator # 

 Responsibility Timeline Resources 

F651 
 

Action Plan/Action Items:   
- Class material online in Blackboard to help students have more flexibility in accessing 
program curriculum. 
 
-Promote use of short term technical diplomas as a means of completing the program. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
September 2015 
 
 
August 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Blackboard 
Coaches 
 
Student Services: 
Guidance and 
Admissions 
Counseling 
 
WITC Marketing 
Dept. 
 
Adult Basic 
Education Dept. 
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Update:  (A mid-year and year-end update will be required each year during implementation.) 
May 2015 
Class grades were recorded on Blackboard for students to track their progress. Moving curriculum onto Blackboard will begin this summer. 
Two students received short term certificates in 2014-2015.  I have met with the Christy Roshell, the new Career Pathway director, about possible changes to 
the short term diploma program. 
Ten of eleven students in either the technical diploma program or the short term certificate pathway completed successfully. 
December 2015 
Course materials are getting moved to Blackboard with the intent to offer classes online by 2017. There are currently two students utilizing the short term 
certificate pathway toward progressing through the program. 

Program website includes graphic on the short term technical diploma certificates. 
June 2016 
Short term technical diplomas remain to be an attraction to the program.  In meeting with an area steering committee to gain input for a possible program 
modification which will incorporate an associate degree, the steering committee recommended that the one year tech diploma still needs to remain intact as 
currently offered because it has been so successful.  There will be several courses which will have blackboard presence once the modification is approved.  
Timing will be everything with the new associate degree and must be implemented after open enrollment has been approved for associate degree programs.  
January 2017 
Course material continues to be moved onto Blackboard. Open enrollment looks to be implemented Fall of 2017 which has pushed back potential 
implementation of an Associate degree path and official offering of online classes to Fall of 2018. 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

PROGRAM:   Dairy Herd Management  31-091-1 

Defined Outcome: 

Improve Academic Course Completion Rate to 85% 
QRP 

Indicator # 
 

Perkins 
Indicator # 

 Responsibility Timeline Resources 
 

1P2 

Action Plan/Action Items:   
-All at risk students will utilize the Bridge class component of the program. 

 
 
-Develop measurements for numbers of students utilizing the short term technical 
diploma route in order to complete general studies classes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-Continue emphasizing importance of academic courses to program completion by class 
participation in those courses by program instructor. 

 
 
 

 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
 
 

 
May 2016 
 
 
May 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
January 2015 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Donna Stelter: 
ABE team 
 
Jennifer 
Kunselman. As 
more students 
choose this route 
toward their 
success, new 
measurements 
will be needed to 
track their 
progress. 
 
Math, Applied 
Human Relations, 
and Applied 
Communications 
Teachers. 
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Update:  (A mid-year and year-end update will be required each year during implementation.) 
May 2015 
There was one student required to attend Bridge class this year and she was able to receive a short term technical diploma. Several other students also took 
advantage of attending the majority of Bridge classes with a GPAs 0.6 points above those of classmates not taking advantage of the Bridge class. 
Learning which formal measurements WITC will use to evaluate short term diploma student’s needs to be done. 
Emphasis of general studies classes has continued. This spring it included an Applied Human Relations class session on ethics was led by the general studies 
instructor, the Bridge instructor, and program instructor. 
December 2015 
Karen Lutz has replaced Donna Stelter as Bridge instructor from the ABE team. 
June 2016 
No change in these action items as Karen continues to observe the units which are being taught in the Dairy Herd Program and to help with the bridging 
component.   
January 2017 
All program students participate in the Bridge class, now. At risk students still receive individualized help. Program material is blended with general studies 
components in order to further learning in all classes. For example, business planning and farm succession planning are major components of the Dairy 
Business Management class. Starting conversations with family can be difficult though. Concepts from general studies classes are utilized to help students 
learn strategies to start those conversations and develop plans.  
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

PROGRAM:   Dairy Herd Management  31-091-1 

Defined Outcome: 

 Improve Retention/Transfer Rate to 12% 
QRP 

Indicator # 
 

Perkins 
Indicator # 

 Responsibility Timeline Resources 
 

3P1 

Action Plan/Action Items:   
-Increase number of students attaining short term technical diplomas through the 
Career Pathway route, via earlier identification of those who may not complete the 
program and determine how this metric will be tracked statistically and how it will 
impact the retention/transfer rate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
May 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Admissions & 
Guidance 
Counselors 
 
Campus 
Accommodation 
Specialist 
 
Program Bridge 
Instructor 
 
Jennifer 
Kunselman 
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Update:  (A mid-year and year-end update will be required each year during implementation.) 
May 2015 
Two students received short term certificates during 2014-2015. One student had entered the program on a full-time basis, but was moved into the short term 
pathway through discussions between their guidance counselor and campus accommodation specialist. She was one of the two successfully completing the 
certificate. In the prior year, there was one student who was short term diploma eligible. 
December 2015 
One student was moved into a short term certificate pathway, but unfortunately did not complete the semester. One student has continued making progress 
within the program by utilizing the short term path. There are two other enrolled students who could obtain the Dairy Feeding and Feeding Management 
Certificates if they fulfill the Math 373 requirement. 
June 2016 
No update for this action item. 
January 2017 
Two students this school year have been counseled about the short term certificate option. They both wish to complete the full program. 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

PROGRAM:   Dairy Herd Management  31-091-1 

Defined Outcome: 

 Increase Representation of Farm Employees on Advisory 
Committee 

QRP 
Indicator # 

 

Perkins 
Indicator # 

Responsibility Timeline Resources 
  

Action Plan/Action Items:   
-Achieve a ratio of Farm Employees: Farm Employers: Support Industry profile of 33%: 
33%: 33% on the Advisory Committee in order to have more balanced representation of 
industry and community stakeholders on the advisory committee.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
May 2016 
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Update:  (A mid-year and year-end update will be required each year during implementation.) 
May 2015 
The advisory committee in 2015 was 30% farm employers, 20% farm employees (1 of which was our student representative), and 50% from support industry. 
December 2015 
No update 
June 2016 
Action item remains constant with no new updates.   
January 2017 
The current makeup of the advisory committee is 50% female: 50% male. It remains 50% support industry: 30% farm employers: 20% farm employees due to 
two farm employers finishing their term on the committee. 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

 

 

PROGRAM:   Dairy Herd Management  31-091-1 

Defined Outcome: 

Faculty Development through Externship Opportunity 
QRP 

Indicator # 
 

Perkins 
Indicator # 

Responsibility Timeline Resources 
  

Action Plan/Action Items:   
-Program instructor completes an externship opportunity with a local agriculture 
business. 

 

 
Dr. Jeffrey Johnson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
May 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Update:  (A mid-year and year-end update will be required each year during implementation.) 
May 2015 
This has not been developed yet, although the instructor spent summer 2013 learning ultrasound technology while doing veterinary work for a local veterinary 
medical clinic. 
December 2015 
No update 
June 2016 
No update on this action item. 
January 2017 
No update on this item. Potential opportunities are with Ag Risk Managers or United Ag in Almena in order to learn the business of future contracting in 
agricultural commodities. 


